Product Descriptions and Commonly Used Terms
Five Digit Zip Code Standard Anonymous AMI Interval Data
Retail customer AMI Interval Data that are assembled in accordance with the 15/15 Rule with the
exception that the associated geographic area is restricted to that specified by a five (5) digit zip
code. Specific retail customer identifiers, including but not limited to name, address, and electric
account number, are omitted from the assembled data. The data are assembled by delivery class.
The Company compiles and updates the data on a monthly basis and makes the data available
via a secure electronic system. The Company must update and make these data compilations
available, as applicable, no later than the fifteenth day of each month. The charge to access such
data is $900.00 per month.
Nine Digit Zip Code Standard Anonymous AMI Interval Data
Retail customer AMI Interval Data that are assembled in accordance with the 15/15 Rule with the
exception that the associated geographic area is restricted to that specified by a nine (9) digit zip
code. Specific retail customer identifiers, including but not limited to name, address, and electric
account number, are omitted from the assembled data. The data are assembled by delivery class.
The Company compiles and updates the data on a monthly basis and makes the data available
via a secure electronic system. The Company must update and make these data compilations
available, as applicable, no later than the fifteenth day of each month. The charge to access such
data is $1,300.00 per month.
Special Request Anonymous AMI Interval Data
Requests for Anonymous AMI Interval Data compilations that are not included in the standard
compilations may be made via a separate request to the Company for such Anonymous AMI
Interval Data that specifies the delivery class and the specific geographic area for which such
Anonymous AMI Interval Data are to be compiled. Data provided in response to any such request
are assembled in accordance with the 15/15 Rule, and specific retail customer identifiers,
including but not limited to name, address, and electric account number, are omitted from the
assembled data. For a situation is which the Company provides and/or makes data available in
response to a special request such data must be provided and/or made available within
one (1) business day after the Company completes the compilation of such data. The Company
must make reasonable efforts to complete the compilation of such data in a timely manner after
receiving a request for such data. The charge to compile such data is determined on an individual
request basis at a rate of $145.00 per hour.
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Not for Profits
A 501(c) organization, or simply a 501(c), is a tax-exempt nonprofit organization in the
United States. Section 501(c) of the United States Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. § 501)
provides that 29 types of nonprofit organizations are exempt from some federal income taxes.
Sections 503 through 505 set out the requirements for attaining such exemptions. Many states
refer to Section 501(c) for definitions of organizations exempt from state taxation as well.
Educational Institutions
Generally educational institution means “any public or private preschool, elementary, or secondary
school, or any institution of vocational, professional, or higher education, except that in the case
of an educational institution composed of more than one school, college, or department which are
administratively separate units, such term means each such school.” This also includes
individuals or companies conducting research.
Grant Based Researchers
Research pursuant to a U.S. Federal or State grant or a grant from an educational institution
ocated within the United States.
Government Agency
Government or state agency, often an appointed commission, is a permanent or semi-permanent
organization in the machinery of government that is responsible for the oversight and
administration of specific functions, such as an intelligence agency. This entity can also be
created by statute.
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